• Reading Comprehension 3  Level 1

Directions: Read the passage. Then answer the questions below.

Passage

Adam is a chef.
He cooks chicken.
He cooks steak.
He cooks pork.

Questions

1) Adam is a
   A. waiter
   B. chef
   C. teacher

2) Adam cooks
   A. tomatoes
   B. steak
   C. bread

3) What kind of food does Adam cook?
   A. meat
   B. pasta
   C. fruit

4) Adam does not cook
   A. chicken
   B. pork
   C. apples

5) Adam probably also cooks
   A. green beans
   B. asparagus
   C. hamburgers
Answers and Explanations

1) B
The passage says, “Adam is a chef.” Choice (B) is correct.

2) B
The passage says, “He cooks steak.” Choice (B) is correct.

3) A
The passage says that Adam cooks chicken, steak, and pork. These are kinds of meat. So, Adam cooks meat. Choice (A) is correct.

4) C
The passage says, “He cooks chicken.” The passage also says, “He cooks pork.” The passage does not say that Adam cooks apples. Choice (C) is correct.

5) C
The passage says, “He cooks chicken. He cooks steak. He cooks pork.” These are all kinds of meat. Using this information, we can understand that Adam cooks meat. Green beans are not a kind of meat. Asparagus is not a kind of meat. Hamburgers are a kind of meat. Therefore, Adam probably also cooks hamburgers. Choice (C) is correct.